
  Sales Circular No. D-70/2001 
  
  Memo No. Ch-86/SE/Comml/R-16 
  Dated: 22.08.2001 
 
Subject: Special campaign for providing on the spot regular connection in 

Rural Areas for Domestic and Non-Domestic supply category. 
 
   In rural areas the villagers resort to theft of energy for their use instead of 

getting a regular connection which they find very cumbersome. In rural area the principle 

mode of theft of energy is through the unauthorized tapping of the L.T. line directly, 

which is known as Kundi connection. These kundi connections are generally made during 

the evening hours so as to avoid detection of theft. Resistance is faced from the villagers 

if checking is carried out in the evening/nigh hours. While action is initiated against those 

committing theft of energy by tampering meters, no headway has yet been made against 

those committing theft of energy through kundi connections. 

 

  The matter was considered by Board of Directors & to attack the problem 

at its root, it was decided to provide regular connection at consumer’s premises in 

villages where connection have not been officially provided by DHBVN and it was 

decided to take action as below:- 

 

(i) To start with, the scheme will be implemented in the villages which have a larger 

ratio of existing houses to the existing connections. The list of such villages 

district-wise, to be taken on priority, is as enclosed. 

 

(ii) The procedure for release of connection has been simplified so that such 

consumers can be brought within the ambit of metering. Connections shall be 

provided on the spot in such cases after depositing only ACD which is as 

follows:- 

 

DOMESTIC SUPPLY 

 

(i) Connected load upto 1 KW   Rs.35/- 

 

(ii) Above 1 KW    Rs.52/- per KW or part thereof. 

 

NON-DOMESTIC SUPPLY 

 

  Rs.345/- per KW or part thereof as ACD & Service Connection Charges 

@ Rs.350/- per KW and part thereof for single phase & Rs.750/- per KW & part thereof 

for three phase connection. 

 



  The meter and the cable shall be provided by the Nigam and the cost of 

the single phase meter i.e. Rs.1225/- shall be charged to the consumer and the amount 

shall be recovered in two instalments of Rs.625/- on the spot and Rs.600/- alongwith the 

bi-monthly bill. 

 

(iii) The help of the District administrative, Panchayats as well as local 

notables and MLAs shall be sought to make the programme a success. The 

date of visiting a particular village be pre-decided and the necessary 

intimation be got publicized in the village in advance. 

 

(iv) The venue be chosen which is convenient to the prospective consumers. 

 

(v) All the requisite forms should be carried alongwith a Contractor to provide 

Test Reports at site. 

 

(vi) A clerk will carry the consumer ledgers of the village and other connected 

consumer records for consultation if need be. 

 

(vii) Sufficient number of meters be carried for installation by the team. The 

team should comprise of the SDO, JE and the Lineman/ALM of the 

concerned area. All other required material such as cable/cutouts etc. be 

carried along. The connections should be released on the same date to 

these prospective consumers. 

 

(viii) Normally the service length of a Kundi connection is less than 30 meters. 

Other charges if length exceeds 30 meter, payable by the applicant as per 

Nigam’s existing instructions shall also be chargeable. 

 

(ix) It should be ensured that the connection should not be released in the 

name of defaulters or in the defaulting premises. 

 

(x) The proposed campaign for providing regular connections to Kundi 

connections as above should be initiated w.e.f. 01.09.2001. 

 

  This should be brought to the notice of all concerned for strict and 

meticulous compliance. 

DA/List of villages. 

Sd/- 
S.E./Commercial, 

For G.M./Comml.DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
  



 
DISTRICT WISE NAMES OF VILLAGES IN WHICH REGULARISATIION OF 
CONECTIOINS IS BEING UNDER TAKEN UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF 
DHBVN. 
 
C.E./OP DHBVN DELHI 
 
Sr.
No. 

Faridabad Gurgaon Mohindergarh Rewari 

1.  Deeghot Ullawas Gokalpur Raghunathpur 
2.  Alawalpur Harsru Sagarpur Arhod 
3.  Bamanikhera Daultabad Nepla Albarpur 
4.  Bahin Bandhwari Thanwas Dhakora 
5.  Allika Daula Pattherwas Bidawas 
6.  Daghpur Daluda Sareli Ghuriyawas 
7.  Janoli Malab Gothri Bokha 
8.  Kairaka Pundri Chhapra Sllempur Nangligodha 
9.  Ghori Biwan Raipur Ranoli 
10.  Chandhut Rawali Nawalpur Shadipur 
11.  Atali Nai D/Tiyawali Panwar 
12.  Mohna Disru D/Jaima Nangal 
13.  Chhainsa Rithat N/Soda Harchandpur 
14.   Umra Gadania Bangrwa 
15.   Khumbawas Behdanoty Jhabha 
16.   Narhera Tajpur Teekla 
17.   Begampur Khatola Mahosur Fatehapuri 
18.   Naurangpur Ratta Khurd Badhrana 
19.   Khandolwala  Mukandpur Basai 
20.   Lokri   
 
 
C.E./OP DHBVN HISAR 
 
Sr.No. HISAR FATEHABAD SIRSA 
1.  Charond Banawali Jogiwala 
2.  Talwandi Badshahpur Nenheri Khaya Khera 
3.  Raipur Meghanwali Dhani Jalan 
4.  Dubetta Dhani Majra Kagdana 
5.  Payai Hazarwan Kalan Rori 
6.  Kharkara Khasa Pathana Keshpura 
7.  Bharri Hazarwan Khurd Kurangwali 
8.  Chaudhariwas Gillan Khera Bajekan 
9.  Bassra Shankarpura Biruwala Gudha 
10.  Kharakpunia Gothru Modi 
11.  Kishangarh Khera 

Barwala 
Dariyapur Narel Khera 

12.  Khassa Mahajan Dulat Jhorarnali 
13.  Devigarh Punia Sirdhan Suraha 
14.  Sabarwas Bisla Thoberia 
15.  Ghirai Sinthla Baidwala 
16.    Ganja Rupana 
 


